Adult Racquets
Head graphene touch Prestige Pro At 11.7 oz, the Pro has that rare combination of speed and stability for confident volleying, and there's plenty of
pop for ending points with a bang. On serves, the Prestige Pro rewards big swings with an effective combination of pace and spin, making this a pretty
dangerous racquet in the right hands. 219.95 + string.
Head graphene touch Radical MP At 11.5 oz Radical Pro will not only give you easy depth, but it will also reward your topspin mechanics with a
heavy ball that hops off the court. Aggressive players will find enough power for ending points with a bang. The beefy swingweight comes in handy on
service returns where this stick holds steady when redirecting the pace of a big first serve. Aggressive servers who can get this stick moving will be
rewarded with big power on serves. $209.95 + string.
Head graphene Gravity MP At 11 oz Itermediate and advanced players looking for easy targeting and outstanding feel should give the Gravity MP a
spin. The Gravity creates a more comfortable and responsive hitting experience, it provides a bigger spin window, making it easier to attack the ball at
extreme upward angles. On groundstrokes, the Gravity MP combines a comfortable feel with an accurate and spin-friendly response. Full swings generate
effective pace. $219.95 + string.
Head graphene Gravity Pro This technology combines the easy power and rock solid stability of Graphene 360 with flexible Spiral Fibers in the lower
portion of the racquet's head to optimize feel. The Gravity series also features a rounder frame shape higher in stringbed, resulting in a more responsive
and spin-friendly contact zone. On groundstrokes, the Gravity Pro not only packs enough mass to drive the ball through the court, it doesn't get pushed
around when the pace goes up. $229.95 + string
Head graphene 360 Speed MP Although this update is a tad more powerful than the previous generation, at 11.2 oz it still has enough control to keep
full cuts inside the lines. It's also quick enough for executing effective shots on the run. This racquet's fast feel continues at net where the Speed MP will
help you react quickly on fast exchanges. $219.95 + string.
Head graphene 360 Speed S From the baseline, the Speed S feels fast and accurate. The light weight 10.7 oz racquet makes it easy to take bigger cuts
when swinging for power, and the grippy 16x19 string pattern supplies plenty of bite for bringing the ball down with spin. The high level of
maneuverability makes this racquet great for scrambling on defense or cranking winners on the run. $199.95 + string.

Junior Racquet
Head IG speed 26” Juniors looking for a great racquet to improve their game will love the playability of the Head IG Speed Junior 26! The IG Speed
Junior series is designed to be light so that juniors will be able to comfortably swing the racquet and focus on stroke development with age-appropriate
equipment. $59.95

